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equations, ~ S v v ( | ^ | 2VvS)-\-(d/dt)\ip\2*=0, a continuity equation with density | ^ | 2 

and streaming velocity -V„S, and (crV2|^|)V»|^| +dS/dt-c*-~ tf~Z)(V,S)V2-0, 
a Hamilton-Jacobi equation or Bernouilli equation with an assumed pressure func
tion (^2/2|^|)V2 |^ | . An analysis of the motion of stars in a stellar system, treated 
as a hydrodynamical problem, shows that the above assumption about pressure func
tion is plausible and fits the observed facts. Discrete effects (like quantum effects) 
cannot show up in this astronomical theory because observed hydrodynamical quan
tities in a stellar system are to be understood as averages taken over volumes con
taining many statistically independent elements (stars or star clusters), and they 
have to be confronted with a \j/ function which is a superposition of many stationary \f/. 
Because of its mathematical simplicity this theory provides for an approach to prob
lems such as transient solutions of the wave equation, self consistent steady and tran
sient fields (that is, Poisson equation and hydrodynamical equations combined). 
(Received August 1,1945.) 

171. Arturo Rosenbluth and Norbert Wiener: Mathematics of 
fibrillation and flutter in the heart. 

The known facts about the continuation and refractory period of a muscle fiber 
are used to explain the phenomena of flutter and fibrillation in the vertebra heart. 
A geometrical discussion is given of the flutter problem while the fibrillation problem 
is reduced to a statistical form. (Received July 20, 1945.) 

172. H. E. Salzer: Table of coefficients f or repeated integration with 
differences. 

For functions tabulated at a uniform interval, formulas for Mold integration, us
ing advancing or backward differences, are obtained by integrating the Gregory-New
ton advancing-difference interpolation formula or the Newton backward-difference 
formula. The q u a n t i t i e s ^ s (1/wOx/o1 • • • fff? P(p-1) • • • (p-»+l)W/>)*and 
H^eCl /nDX/o • • -fZf!p(P+l) • • • (P+n-l)(dp)k are the coefficients of the nth 
advancing and backward differences respectively in the formulas fj£ • • • f*0 füj(x) (dx)k 

- h* [f(xo) /k ! +ZZlGn)ynf (*o) ] +Rm - Jfc* [ ƒ (*0) /* ! +T.ZJI? VnfM ] +*Ji, where 
X\—xo = ^:==the tabular interval. Previous tables (A. N. Lowan, H. E. Salzer, Journal 
of Mathematics and Physics vol. 22 (1943) pp. 49-50, and W. E. Milne, Amer. 
Math. Monthly vol. 40 (1933) pp. 322-327) furnish exact values for k « 1, n • 1 (1) 20 
and k~2, w = 1 (1)7. The present table has exact values for k = 2, n •= 1 (1) 20 and deci
mal values for fe = 2 (1) 6, w = l (1) 22— k. The quantities G* and H* are expressed 
in several ways as functions of B™(x)t Bernoulli polynomials of order n and degree v, 

where / / V ^ - l J ^ E L ^ i ' W / " ! . a * d 

were checked in terms of previously tabu
lated values of B^\x). Also a simple recursion formula for Gn in terms of Gn 

and G^ (and similarly for H™)t valid for k^2$ was used for computation when 
k>2. (Received July 7, 1945.) 

GEOMETRY 
173. P. O. Bell : Power series expansions f or the equations of a variety 

in hyperspace. 
For the study of the local properties of an arbitrary variety Vm in a linear space Sn 

a moving reference frame F(xo, xi, • • • , xn) may be selected whose vertex xQ is a 
generic point of Vm. The general projective homogeneous coordinates x* of the points 


